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Marshall- Wythe Likely to Remain Acintimidating. It actually looks pretty cozy.
aredited . .. .... . ...... . . . . . .. ..: . p3
The group walked and ran to the next
The red bouse bad the most potential. stop, outside the' President's House and
Moot Court National Tournament ReThis was the last stop on the tour, and no heard of the young woman stuck in the
suits . . . ..... .. . ..... . ... . .. . .. . p4
ghosts bad been seen up to then. The red closet, the soratch marks, the tale that he
bouse is foreboding, sunken somewhat on door had trouble remaining closed for some
Creative WritinJ! . . .. . .. ............. D7
its foundation, with two chimneys that. time. We went on to the Burton churchdon 't square with each other, one aligning yard, then the Wythe House, and
north-south, the other east-west, as if there Governor's Mansion and Lover's Lane.
was some inner conflict ingrained in the The stories were quite elaborate--usually
very blueprint of the house. It stands on with some romantic elements mixed in-Prince George Street.
and the group listened, and carried on and
The group for the ghost tour met out- perhaps only silently hoped to test the
side the drugstore at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, empirical, tangible substance of the subOctober 30th to visit the local buildings ject of the conversation and tour.
and houses reported to be occupied by
The laughter outside the red house
gt:IOStS. Melissa ewton led the tour, was perhaps not unanticipated. The..,group
making three stops on campus and several was looking through the \vindows, readied
more in Colonial Williamsburg. Melissa for the last story, when a security man
would tell the story, and the group would lumbered through the living room with a
listen and maybe look in the windows to flashlight and headed upstairs. It was as
see if any ghosts were to be seen and then near to the ghost as would be seen. Mewalk to the next stop
lissa uclivered me story of tbe nanny
The second stop at Brafferton Hall was tryi.ng wi.thout success to rescue the chilnoteworthy. Brafferton is the brick build- dren from a fire, and the stories complete,
ing to the left of the Wren Building in the we made small talk and prepared to direct
courtyard. By 1700 it seems it was in our steps to our bicycles and cars and
operation for the teaching and housing of dorm rooms. Meanwhile the security guard
American Indian students. They story walked down the creaking stairs, perhaps
says a young man was living at the thinking he cou Id use a stronger flashl ight,
Brafferton, restless for needing to stay perhaps making a note of the group of
indoors because it seems custom de- people standing outside in the dark, permanded an Indian couldn't tra el in public haps leading his thoughts towards the end
except at risk to his life. He climbed out of ofhis shift. Ofcourse nobody stopped him
the window one evening, returned in the to ask what was on his mind, ifhe wasn't
morning to the welcome of the school in somewhat of a hurry, or if he would
teachers, but also to that of a gunman who admit, maybe only inwardly, and then only
shot him and killed him. On orne account ifhis conscience demanded, that he found
the building is haunted, though onempiri- something in the red house that tested his
cal grounds this has trouble, as one may senses and chilled his reason and hassay, standing on its merits. The Brafferton, tened him out the door and on to the
even under a full moon, doesn ' t 1001< too courthouse.

Char has too much time on his hands ..
......... . ..... . . . .... . .. ..... . . plO
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IBRL Disability & Identity Conference
By Katie Riley

Stewart Schwab ofComell Law School and
Professor Steven Willborn of University
After a full year ofplanning and prepa- of Nebraska Law School presented their
ration, Professor Stein and the Institute of joint-authored paper, "Reasonable AccomBill ofRights Law brought together twelve modation ofWorkplace Disabilities." Atscholars'(both legal and non-legal) to dis- torney Susan Stefan with the Center for
cuss disability law on Saturday, October Public Representation wrote, "The Two
27"'. Unlike most conferences and sympo- Worlds ofpsychiatric Disability: Dichotosia at the law school, the Disability & mies, Discrimination, and the Identities of
Identity Conference was a working event: Disabled People." William & Mary's own
The participants each wrote papers, dis- . Professor Michael Stein paired up with .
tributing copies to one another before the Professor of Philosophy Anita Silvers of
event, then, at the conference, the partici- San Francisco State University to write,
'Wints each took turns discussing their "Protecting Genomics' Promise: An Equalpapers, receiving comments and critiques ity Paradigm for Preventing Disability Disfrom the other participants. Because the crimination Based on Genetic Identity."
papers are scheduled for publication in ProfessorlH. VerkerkeoflNA Law School
next year's William & Mary Law Review, wrote, "Defining Disability." Professor
the participants are now all working to Amy Wax of University of Pennsylvania
improve their papers in light of their col- Law School wrote, "Disability, Reciprocleagues' suggestions.
ity, and ' Real Efficiency': A Unified ApThe participants and their papers were proach." Professor Aviam SoiferofBoston
varied. Professor Samuel Bagenstos of College Law School was the last to present
Harvard Law School wrote on "The Selling a very rough draft of his paper on the
oftheAmericans with Disabilities Act and Supreme Court's treatment of the ADA in
the Limits of"Independent Living." Peter Alabama v. Garrett and PGA Tour v.
Blanck, Professor of Law, Occupational Martin.
Medicine, and Psychology at the UniverThe conference was held in Room 239.
sity ofIowa and Economist Chen Song of The tables were pushed together into a
Resolution Economics co-authored "Civil large rectangle, with all the participants
War Pension Attorneys and Disability sitting around the large table facing each
Politics," a historical look at disability in other. Although only few law students
thepost-Civij War era. ProfessorSusanne . attended the event, a large number of
Bruyere ofCornell Law School presented visitors to the community were in attenher paper (co-authored by non-attending dance, sitting in chairs around the edge of
Professor Joshua Ferrentino) "Identity and the room. From the perspective of the
Disability in the Workplace." Professor audience, the discussion was sometimes
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difficult to follow. All of the participants discussions about politics. Of course,
had already read each other's papers, so . such an intimate, working discussion of
when presenting their papers, they didn't disability law was the ultimate goP of the
try to summarize their papers, but instead conference. It was a working conference,
had discussions with each other based on geared toward the participants and not the
the interrelatedness between the papers. audience. And yet, the discussions I
Oftentimes, the discussion got off the observed peaked my interest, and I look
topic of the papers and into greater discus- forward to the publication of the papers in
sion about small points of mutual interest the William & Mary Law Review next year.
to the participants, including a few heated

Battling Terrorisltl as a
Lawyer
By Seth Rundle
The Cottage was packed October 30th
with students, faculty, and community
members assembled to hear alumnus
Steven Perles tell how he sues terrorists.
He doesn't, it turned out. Rather, his firm
builds fact portfolios showing that a given
terrorist act was perpetrated by actors with
state sponsorship. After winning a liability verdict against a state for the death of
his clients' relative, Perles takes the award
from the state's attached assets. Iran, for
instance, basically has money on custodial deposit in the U.S . Usually taking on
only 6-7 cases at a time, Perles estimates
that by the end of this quarter he win have
collected $70 million on $900 million in
judgments won. An interesting side note:
in one case he produced an official Iranian
budget with a line item for terrorist sponsorship expenses. His Honor was so incensed that he tripled the amount and
awarded it in damages. Iran' has since
moved that item off the official budget.
To enable his tactics to work, Perles
has four times petitioned Congress to remove legal hurdles. In 1995, Perlesbegan
lobbying for a federal statute granting
subject matter jurisdiction over foreign
governments that sponsor terrorism; those
efforts came to fruition in April 1996. Six
months later, Congress passed another
statute, written by Perles, creating vicarious liability on the part of such foreign
governments. Title 28 of the United States
Code § 1605 (a) (7) provides that a plaintiff
need only prove that a perpetrator of a
terrorist act received material support from
thl! offending state. Perles later petitioned
for the release ofblocked Iranian assets to
families of victims, but the statute was
"neutered" by President Clinton, who
Perles described as "not a friend of victims". A second petition on the same
subject succeeded in releasing the blocked
assets.
Besides tackling legal problems with
Congress, Perles said the tougher battle in
his kind oflawsuits is with the State Department. It is axiomatic, he said, that the
State Department does not enter into litigation on behalf of a U.S. national against
a foreign sovereign. Perles hinted that
when his clients win judgments that are

satisfied out of attached accounts, the
U.S . loses money itcan use. The state-side
moneys of countries such as Iran are
lumped in with all U.S. Treasury money
under the Unified Budget. Any money
that comes out to pay plaintiffs is then
marked as never-to-be-withdrawn by the
foreign nation. Thus, a civil litigant with a
case against a foreign sovereign must be
prepared to take on the U.S. government as
well.
Perles stressed that remuneration of
his clients is not his goal. Rather, he wants
to chasten and perhaps deter terrorists by
taking away their sponsoring states ' currency. Many ofbis clients, be noted, give
their awards away. While this effort is
noble, if the goal is to deter or stop terrorism against the West and the U.S. (which
it is), punitive damages in civil suits are
clearly not the most direct or effective
route.
The United States is in a peculiar position, namely, every nation of the world
exists at its leave. However cold this
statement sounds, it is within the
lexicographer~ classification of "fact".
China has yet to obtain the ability to project
total and utterly destructive force around
the globe;and Russia can no longer afford
the upkeep on its once mighty arsenal.
After attacks on the Marine barracks at
. Beirut, a Pan-Am airplane over Scotland,
and now the World Trade Center buildings
onJoe Dimaggio Highway, the U.S. should
have resolved to destroy those people and
governments who by their words and deeds
dedicate themselves to war with this country.
Instead, meri such as Steven Perles try
to "deter" terrorism by taking away money.
His comments at the Cottage were metered
and measured, demonstrated a superb
mastery of both the Middle Eastern and
U.S. socio-political landscapes and revealed great precision and excellence of
thought. Strike from your mind the dilution
that "excellence" has suffered in the vernacular, this man resurrects the word in the
traditional and useful sense. He is, however, attacking the problem with the tools
of a lawyer. Enemies of a nation, whether
weak or strong, whether Carthage or Germany, must be attacked with the tools. a
warrior.
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Our Law Degrees Remain Safe: ABA Site Evaluation
Team Positive About Marshall-Wythe
By Katie Riley
Marshall-Wythe can breath a great
sigh ofrelief with the passing of the recent
ABA seven-year accreditation process.
As Dean Reveley's e-mail to the law school
comrilUnity noted, ' ~As close encounters
with the regulatory process go, this one
went remarkably smoothly and successfully."
The seven-member site evaluation team
spent November 4th through 7th in various
meetings and activities geared at giving
them an in-depth look at the law school.
The Dean's Conference Room was transformed into a site team headquarters with
the installation ctf computers and telephones for their use. The chair ofth'e team,
Dean Stuart Deutsch ofRutgers Law School
arrived a day before the rest of the team on
Saturday afternoon, and had dinner that
evening with Professors- Butler, Gerhardt
and Hardy at Le Yaca. Sunday morning
had the other team members arriving and
organizing amongst themselves at their
hotel rooms at the Hospitality House. (The
team members included President Nancy
Bekavac of Scripps College, practicioner
Richard Davis, Dean John Garvey ofBU
Law School, Professor Placido Gomez of

St. Mary's Law School, Professor & LibrarianPatrick Kehoe ofAmerican University Law School, and Professor & Librarian
Robin Mills of Emory Law School.) That
afternoon the work began, with a tour of
the law school lead- by Deans Reveley,
Butler,Jackson, and Library Director Heller.
Sunday evening, dinner wa~ spent at the
Reves Center wi th Deans Reveley, Butler,
and Jackson and Professors Barnard, Douglas and Heller.
Monday was filled with several meetings. In the morning, the team met with
College Provost Gillian Cell, and then with
the law school's Self-Study Committee.
. (For months, a team of faculty members
chaired by Professor Gerhardt had been
filling out questionnaires and developing
reports in preparation for the ABA visit.)"
The site evaluation team spent lunch meeting with various faculty members in the
brand-new faculty room ofthe North Wing,
and then had some free time to sit in on
classes and talk to people in the hallways
before meeting with students in a discussion closed to administration, faculty and
staff. Fifty-four students were in attendance at the discussion representing a
good balance of all three years.
On Tuesday, the team did a lot ofsitting

in on classes and other "team member
activities." In the evening they met with
various law school alumni at a reception at
the Wren Building.
The team left on Wednesday midday, after having exit meetings with President Sullivan, Provost Cell, and Dean
Reveley.
.
From the initial commentS Dean Reveley
received, he tliink~ the team was very
pleased with our little law school, although
the final reports may take a long time to
develop. But, in the end, there are three
areas of improvement for us to work on.
First, our law library is too small. The
collections are fine and the quality of librarians is superb, butthe actual size of the
library is too small. Besides being too
cramped, the library is also not as technologically savvy as it could be (ie. more
carrels with Internet connections). The
need for an expanded library has been a
long-term goal for the law school with
plans in the works for years. Unfortunately, the law school just doesn ' t have
the $18-20 million needed to begin the
project. Dean Reveley says that he has
hopes for a state bond issue to raise the
money.
The second area of concern is a lack of

diversity both in the students and the
faculty at Marshall-Wythe, with recommendations that we expand the "number of
women, people of color and people from
abroad." This recommendation helped
facilitate a diversity forum held by students the day after the site evaluation team
left. (This event is discussed in another
Amicus article.)
Third, an ob"ious complaint abo~t our
school (and' most schools) was MarshallWythe's need for more money generally.
As Dean Reveley' s e-mail explained, "While
the Team said Marshall-Wythe is relativelywell funded compared to many other
state-owned law schools, it found that we
are severely underfunded compared to the
top tier ofD.S. law schools."
All in all, th~ visit went very well. Our
law degrees remain safe fornow, and hopefully, in another seven years, MarshallWythe's kinks will be mended and our
degrees will be even more valuable. As
Dean Reveley' s e-mail noted, "One Team
member described Marshall-Wythe to
William&Mary'sProvostasalaw chool
on the cusp of greatness. Another Team
member told me that we are ajewel ofa law
school, though a je\ ellargely undiscovered as yet."

Students Take Initiative in Promoting Law School
By Katie Riley
At the end oflast year, there was some
initial discussion of diversity 'at the law
school, and everyone agreed that there
was a need for more people of color both
in the student body and amongst the faculty. These need for greater diversity was
reaffirmed at the beginning of this school
year, when the number of women in the 1L
c1as- was shockingly low, and then again
in the recent recommendations by the ABA
Site Evaluation Team. At the forefront of
this discussion has been SBA President
and 3L Courtney Malveaux. who wrote an
opinion article on the topic in the September 200 I edition of Student LQ\\J'er in
which he noted that the goal of diYersity in
the legal profession must start with efforts
at law schools, "Students and faculty alike
share the responsibility of improving legal
education and the legal profession by
broadening our base a little. We can make
our law schools even stronger if we open
our doors a little wider>'
This fall, Courtney has been attempting to organize students who similarly feel
a need for more diversity to start working
toward that goal at Marshall-Wythe. Having had one informal meeting earlier this
semester, the students who participated in
the initial discussion became panelists for _
the school-wide Diversity Forum on Thursda y N ovem bergth. The student panelists
included Kendra Arnold , William
Lamberth, Ben Tao, Eddie Wipper, Travis

i

Diversity

Wheatley Robert Foley, Ronak Chokshi,
Emily Anderson, Joe Boatwright, Paul
Ainsworth, Ramon Rodriguez, John Mauk,
Joyce Wong, Kara McGeehee. Dean
Shealy was in attendance to answer questions about the admissions pro ess and
get student suggestions for impro ement.
Towards the end of the discussion, Deans
Reveley and Butler and Professor Grover
came in with open ears.
The discussion was supposed to only
last one hour, but ended up lasting almost
two hours as both the students and administration really opened up. Several students recognized that we need to expand
the definition ofwhat types ofdiversity we

want to promote. Daniel Fortune explained
that the discussion should not be limited
to African-American students. but that we
should be seeking more Asian and Latino
students and faculty. Eddie Wippermade
the point that diYersity al 0 extends to
religion, and subsequent students expanded the idea of diversity to sexual
orientation and even the geographi
makeup of the student body. Maggie Carr
suggested that we include persons with
mental and physical disabilities since those
are groups the ABA is currently investigating as under represented in the law.
While the discussion initially focused on
the admissions process, the word "com-

fort" became a theme for what students
would like to see at William & Mary. W illiam Lamberth explained that he wanted to
feel like someone cared when he was havingabadday.andthatma beamemberof
the fa ulty or staffcould ask him what wa
wrong. The idea of omfort included a
comfortable leaming envir nment. e\'eral students complained about the offensive remarks ra ist , exist, and
homophobic) made in tlleir clas es b r
classmates. Additionall , the complained
that their professors woulcin 't try to wrangle
in discussions that had gotten out of ontrol or that the professor- would even
seem to condone some of the statements.
Deans Reveley and Butler and Professor
Grover were shQ'ked by some of the examples discussed and suggested that an ,one who felt uncomfortable with a class or
a professor orne to them to discu s the
situation.
When interviewed. William Lamberth,
said . that he was very pleased with the
tum out of students at the eYent. One of his
and the other panelists' goals for the eyent
was a good solid turnout. The next step,
he explained. will be to create some tangible goals and real solution to promote
diversity. If you are interested in joining
further discussions on diYer ity, ontact
Courtney Malveaux (cmma\v{a)wm.edu).
(Of course. the Amicus would also welcome further discussion of the topic
through letters to the editor and opinion
pieces.)
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W &M Teams Excel at the OCpp Reaches out to lLs
Regional National Moot
Court .C ompetition

your job search. As Ms. Walton pointed
out, it makes them feel good and doesn't
Hypothetical # I : Suppose you are a first hurt you any either. In fact, one first year
year-law student. You are curious, but not (ok, it was me) was pleasantly surprised
a bit anxious, about the possibility of ob- when the first person she talked to about
taining legal employment fornext summer. her interest in child advocacy told her she
You have heard many things about the had considered the same area oflaw. She
kinds of jobs available and strategies for even had some research and contact inforfindi ng them, but are not sure which of mation she wou ld be happy to share.
these things are accurate and which are Above all, she emphasized that enthusiexaggerated war stories from colleagues asm for your chosen field manifested in an
who have gone before you. December I", informed interest will take you far in your
the rumored day of reckoning, is fast ap- job search.
proaching, filling your mind with an antici- You, the hypothetical studentl are now
pation thatthreaiens to interfere with your daring to believe that finding a satisfying
finely tuned exam preparation strategy. legal job is possible. You are also fully
Plus, although you have invested a large prepared to make the most of any chance
amount of time and money in law school, encounters with a Supreme Court justice in
yo u are not sure exactly what you want to a hair salon. However, you may have some
do with your hypothetical law degree. Is lingering doubts about your prospects in
the current economy. Dean Kaplan acthere a remedy available?
On Thursday, October 25, the Office of know ledged that the job market is not ideal
Career Planning and Placement offered the at this time, but also encouraged you to
beginning stages of a remedy in its first explore altematives to the traditional fim1
program for I Ls entitled "Guerrilla Tactics jobs, such as working for a professor. One
for Getting the Legal Job ofY our Dreams." student who acted on this advice was IL
The title of this session was borrowed from Kirstin Michener, who spoke with Dean
the book ofthe same name by KimmAlayne Lewis about the fact that many first years
Walton, J.D ., the featured guest speaker of do not secure paid employment for their
theaftemoon.OCPP ' sDeanRobertKaplan first summer. "Dean Lewis was very helpmoderated the program, during which at- ful in explaining some ofthe feasible altertendees were given a "First Year Student natives to a paying job, such as Public
Packet." Dean Brian Lewis provided an Service Fund sponsorship," she explained.
overview of the packet's contents, which "Based on his suggestions, I'm looking
include a Career Planning Manual and into taking a summer job that also offers
several items designed to give students an academic credit."
idea of the breadth of job opportunities. Although you now know that there are
Carolyn Chambers, Assistant Director of many job opportunities, even in a conOCPP, demonstrated how to log on to stricted market, you may still feel unpreOCI+ a continuously updated job bank. pared for the actual process of searching
From the job bank to the Public Interest for a job. Fortunately you were able to
and Govemment Job Search Guide, you, attend OCPP's cover letter and resume
our hypothetical student, are beginning to workshop on October 29 1h (provided you
realize there may be something for you out had finished yo~r Client A memo in time).
there after all. But how to find out what that Neyer fear, even if you did not attend the
is, and, better still. how to explore that workshop, you can still tum in a draft of
career opportunity by getting a summer your resume by No 'ember 12"' and OCPP
job?
staffwill review it and make suggestions
Enter Kirnn1 Walton, self-described "job fur fine tuning it. On ovember "', Dean
goddess" and authorofthe Lal1' in a Flash Kaplan presented a program entitled. "The
card series, has spoken. to thousands of Art ofInteryiewing." in which he offered
law students and practicing professionals practical adyice about the aspect of the job
who have been through the process you search you dread most. Kaplan's tips
are embarking on no\\·. Ms. \Valton shared coyered ever; ihing from ans\',:ering those
many of their stories \\'ith great humor and unwanted questions to dressing alld apenthusiasm. She offered practical tips pearing your best. I know at least one I L
such as emphasizing those portions of who will be cleaning her glasses obsesyour resume that are most releyant to each sively from nmv on (oops, that would be
prospectiYe employer and suggested at- me again).
tending Continuing ~gal Education (CLE) You. the hypothetical student, should be
programs to flesh out interests and as a feeling more comfortable about the job
resume-builder. Ms. Walton encouraged search no\,' that you have begun to interstudents to be optimistic and search for act with the Office of Career Planning and
ways to eri1phasize their qualifications. In Placement. You are encouraged to yisit
other words. dedication demonstrated by their office in the library basement or their
hard work can overcome an academic web site at www.wm.edu/ law/
record that may not be what you desired. careerse[\-ices. Finally, you like ILBeth
Among her many pieces of practical ad- Vandegrift. ma be "intrigued to learn that
vice, Ms. Walton encouraged students to approximately eighty percent of all legal
share theirpotentiai interests \\'ith as many jobs are not adyertised." If so plan on
people as possible. While talking " 'ith attending the next OCPP program, "Tapyour garbage collector may not lead di - p ing the Hidden Job Market" on ovemrectly to a job, it never hurts to give other ber 13"'at4:30PMinRoom239.
people the opportunity to help you with

By Adrienne Griffin

•

By E r ic Nakano
Two William & Mary Moot Court teams
traveled to Richmond last Thursday to
attend the fifty-second annual National
Moot Court Competition. Amy Lamoureux,
Sandy Mastro, and Scott Maule competed
on'. the A team, and Holly Shaver Bryant,
Kari Lou Frank, and Jammie Jackson competed on the B team. Wi lliam and Mary
competes in Region IV of the competition,
which includes law schools in the states of
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
and Kentucky . This year, twenty teams
entered the two-day competition on November 9th and 10th including Duke, Wake
Forest, University of Virginia, University
of North Carolina, and University of KentucJ.-)' to name a few.
On ly the top two teams advancing to
finals qualify for the national competition
in New York- City. The team of Bryant,
Frank, and Jackson advanced to the seinifinal round of competition and finished in
the top four. They were quite close to
qualifying for New York, after remaining
undefeated until their semi-final round.
Kari Lou F rank said that while they wis hed
they could have won one more time, "our
team work and dedication during the past
six weeks helped us succeed at a highly
competitive toumament. I couldn't have
. been on a more amazing team.:' The team

J

of Lamoureux, Mastro, and Maule also did
well, advancing to the quarter-final round
of the competition and finishing in the fop
eight. The University of Kentucky won
the toumament, and Wake Forest Univer~ity came in second. Wake Forest Uni~er
sity also won the Best Brief award. The
toumament was sponsored by The Virginia Bar Association and The American
College of Trial La·wyers.
The competition was based on the
quality of the written brief (40%) and the
quality of the oral argument (60%). This
year's case was Equal Employment Opportunity Comm ission v. Acme, Inc., which
raised two questions arising out of an
arbitration agreement.: (I) whether an
employee's agreement with an employer
to arbitrate all employment-related disputes bars the EEOC from bringing an
action in federal court seeking monetary
relief on that employer's behalf; and (2)
whether in determining the validity of an
arbitration agreement that contains a potentially invalid arbitral fee-shiftingprovision , a court should entertain an
individual's challenge to that provision
before the arbitration commences.
Both teams would like to thank all the
professors. practitioners, and students that
helped judge practice rounds during the
past tv"o weeks.

Congratulations
Bushrod
Tournament Winner
Carl "Zeke" Ross
and
Finalist
Jason Everett!
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No purfuase ne<es5aI)', Sweepstakes and instant win game begins 8115A) 1 and ends 3/3 Ml2.
Void where prohibited. For deta"$, see official rules at www.westlawrewards.com.
Sweepstakes open to legal residents of the United States and Puerto Rico who are 18 or older
and law students at an accredited la\y school.

It takes just a minute to enroll in
WestlawRewards at lawschool.wes~aw.com

Enroll in WestlawRewards today at lawschool.westlaw.corh!
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International Law Society
Lunch with
Professor Warren
ByNickNaum

ant on various projects sponsored by a
variety of organizations including the
Department of Justice, the World Bank
and USAID. These projects brought her to
many countries including Guatemala,
Rwanda, Honduras, Vietnam, Venezuela,
El Salvador, Bosnia-Herzegovina, East
Timor, the Republic of Georgia, and Hungary.
The students gathered for the lecture
asked questions concerning Professor
Warren's substantial experience in international law and questions concerning
employment opportunities in international
law fornew lawyers right out oflaw school.
Professor Warren explained that globalization and, more specifically, the growing
global economy and the increased concern for global security have made a great
number of opportunities for employment
in the field of international law available.
However, Professor Warren did not
describe the work of an international lawyer working in developing countries
through rose-colored glasses. She emphasized the difficulties that are involved
in such work. Aside from the obvious lack
of amenities in developing countries that
. cause hardships, Professor Warren spoke
of the difficulties in establishing and maintaining relationships with friends and loved
ones. Sometimes people spending a considerable amount of time in foreign countries can become detached from their lives
in the United States and cannot readjust to
the culture once they return.
The International Law Society will be
hosting brown-bag lunch lectures throughout the year featuring different faculty
members with expertise and experience in
different aspects of international law.
Anyone who is interested is welcome to
attend. An announcement of the next
lecture of the series will be posted in the
law school.

to literature, I'm dumber than a bagofhair.
Around my smarter friends (that's rriostof
-them), I justify my ignorance by citing
Schopenhauer, who wrote in his Parerga
and Paralipomena:
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$20,000 a Year. They all said the same .
thing: "You were smart in college, really
smart. You sketched a proof of the Continuum Hypothesis over lunch one day.
Your English pro fessor read two lines from
your poetry journal and gave up teaching
because nothing else could be said. But in
law school, everyo.ne is just as smart as
you are. Smarter, probably. You're going
to have to take private lessons from a
doorknob just to get a C. Idiot. Put this
book down." I was scared.

The art of not reading is a very important
The Internatipnal Law Society held its
one. It consists in not taking an interest in
first brown-bag hinch lecture of the year
whatever may be engaging the attention
on Tuesday, November 6. Professor
ofthe general public atany particular time.
Christie Warren engaged in a casual disWhen some political or ecclesiastical pamcussion with about a dozen law students
phlet, or novel, or poem is making a great
concerning her international law expericommotion, you should remember that he You can imagine my shock, then, when I
ences, focusing on her work in aeveloping
who writes for fools always finds a large got here and started learning actual law.
countries.
pUblic. - A precondition for reading good Did you know that it's against the law to
Professor Warren joined the William
books is not reading bad ones: for life is punch someone in the nose? I had no idea!
and Mary faculty this past January as the
If you steal something from someone, you
short.
Deputy Director for Research, Professional
have to give itback. Ifyou can't, you have
Education, and International Programs for
Of course, Schopenhauer was an intoler- to pay for it. Excuseme? ! It's taken us since
the Courtroom 21 Project. In addition to
able old man who shoved a stranger down 1056 to figure this out? I could have told
herresponsibilities with the Courtroom 2 1
some stairs because she wouldn't stop you that when I was five, and I wouldn't
Project, Professor Warren is an Adjunct
talking and spent the latter part of his life have asked you to take some insanely
Professor ofLaw teaching courses in techlavishing all his affections on a series of difficult $90 test first. Something's not
nology-assisted trial advocac)' and legal
small dogs, so I leave a determination of right here.
skills.
the practical value of his philosophy to
During the brown-bag lunch lecture,
you. But whatever his personal shortcom- Fortunately, I think I know the problem:
Professor Warren described the unusual
ings, he had a good point. Just because The professors are being too nice to us.
way of how she first became involved with
it's on the New York Times bestseller list Marshall-Wythe has a reputation for beinternational law. She began her legal
doesn't mean it' s worth reading. Indeed, ing a friendly, laid-back law school, and
career as a public defender in Sacramento,
odds are the opposite is true. I mean, that it is indeed. Last week, the total asCalifornia where she excelled and was given
Deepak Chopra could pee on a tea leaf and signments for all my classes added up to
the opportunity to work on numerous
he ' d be on ilie list before the ink dried on less ilian 200 pages of reading. Two hundeath penalty cases. In 1994, Professor
the papers for his second yacht. The dred pages ! Back when I was your age, we
Warren volunteered to work for a few
bnd to rend that n"\ueb for every c\":5:5. And
lessuu'? TwentietlJ.-l.:cnlury metaphysiweeks with the Cambodian Defenders
cians may not be as smart as nineteenth- it was all in Latin, but nobody spoke Latin
Project after she had been vacationing and
century ones, but at least ili y don ' t have because it 's been a dead language for
mountain climbing in EastAsia. The Camcenturies. Incidentally, iliat's why the law
to get real jobs.
bodiim Defenders Project was sponsored
doesn't make any sense half the time.
by the United States Agency for InternaSo what does iliis have to do with law When ilie judges who created the common
tional Development and consisted of inschool? Well, my knack for not reading law went to law school, iliey had to read
ternational workers with legal backgrounds
has carried over into my study habits. lots of Latin that nobody understood.
instructing Cambodians without any legal
Way back when I started law school- two They had no idea what ilie law said, so .
education on how to be advocates for
months ago - I was scrupulous in my when they got to be judges iliey just made
Cambodia's new legal system.
intellectual endeavors. I read every case, stuff up.
The progran1 directors offered Profesbriefing each one and filing it for easy
sor Warren a more permanent position
reference in carefully organized folders . An yway, I think it's time for ilie professors
with the project after her few weeks of
Alas, entropy in the universe always in- to crack down on us; show us what it really
volunteering had ended. Against the adcreases, .and in my dorm it increases at means to be in law school. That ' s why,
vice oiner friends and to the shock ofmany
many times the usual rate. My filing sys- after consultation wiili several law stuof her colleagues, Professor Warren took
tem lasted about two weeks. The next step dents who are not enrolled at William &
an enormous risk and accepted the posi- r--- - -- - - - -- - - ----'
was book briefing. Unfortunately, I am .Mary, I've decided to use this forum to
tion ofDirectorofTrainingand Curriculum
opposed on principle to high lighters in announce a "More Work Campaign." Our
for the Cambodian Court Training Project.
any shade except yellow (I' II explain later); demands are very simple: Assign twice as
Professor Warren explained that she imthat lasted three days. So I just read ilie much reading immediately, and, over the
mensely enjoyed the experience ofhelping
cases. for one day. Now I've stopped coming weeks, give us several more of
to develop the basic components of a
studying entirely. What's the topic in my those practice exams that you never look
fledgling legal system. She compared her
nexttorts class? I have no idea. Itcould be at but promise will help us prepare for the
role in this projectto that ofa parent raising
personal jurisdiction; it could be the rule finals. These demands are not negotiable.
a child, as her main goal was to instill the
against perpetuities. To be honest, I can ' t We're taking a stand.
essential values and necessary legal abilireally tell you what a tort is. Some sort of
ties in the Cambodian people that she was
pastry, I think. And this is not just a If you're interested In helping with the
training so that her presence would evenproblem for me. I know a number of stu- campaign - making posters, staging sittually no longer be needed.
dents here who are confronting the same ins, giving me money - feel free to call me
By George McAllister
Professor Warren never returned to
at any time. [f you want to show your
issues.
her first career as a public defender. Insupport but don't want to actually do
Like many people today, I don't read nearly
stead, she continued as an instructor helpBut I'mnot worried. Why? Because- and anything useful, I'm dec\aringnext Thursas much as I should. I have no idea what A
ing developing countries throughout the
pay close attention here, this is important day "More Work Day." Let everyone know
Heartbreaking Work ofStaggering Genius
world establish legitimate legal systems.
is about. I was shocked to learn that A
- law school is easy. Seriously. I'm as you suppOrt the, campaign by wearing
After leaving Cambodia, Professor WarRaisin In the Sun didn't take place in
shocked as you are. I read all the same pants. I've asked dozens of people alren became the Project Coordinator for the California. I frequently forget who wrote
books you did before I came to law school: ready, and they all have assured me that
Judicial Mentor Program in Haiti for two S hakespeare's sonnets. (Answer:
Thinking A bout Law School, Choosing a they'll be wearing pants on Thursday. The
years. She continued her work in develop- Shakespeare) Put bluntly, when it comes
.
Law School, Seeing Law School on revolution is coming.
ing countries as an educator and consult-

Why Law

School is
Easy .
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Need to Know
(a serial novel)
By: MichaelR Thompson

the search engine perform its magic. Nothing. No ... no wait...something caught his
eye just as h~ was about to enter the next
name on the list. There was a hit at the
. bottom of the page under "Fr. Surin heals
Marlene' s flu" - he bookrnarked the page
and then put the second name in, just to
see ifhe could find any connec~on ... at this
point, he would try anything ... Simon
Newcomb 1835-YR. .. the search engine
carne back with "Marlene's flu found to be
from a test tube ..." he bookmarked that
page. What is Marlene 's flu?

acrosstheroom. It was Liz. She walked up
to hiin, looked him in the eye, and said,
"Scott, you're drunk;"
"Ya think?" He smiled impishly.

Scott sat at the blank computer screen
"I'm gonna call you a cab. You can't
and waited for the machine to pull up the
stay
here any more. I'm not going to watch
internet browser. Why were these things
you
pickle
yourself and get into a fight. "
so darnn slow? With a blink and a flash, the
college homepage came up. He immediScott was about to make a smart remark
ately started typing the address of his
when
he looked into her deep hazel eyes.
favorite search engine, and was pleased
He
was
always a sucker for 'her, even
when the playful dog to the left of the
though
he'd
never let her know.
search field came up with minimal delay.
He typed in "Pharrnco," and a list ofcorpO"OK. I'll be good"
rate web sites, SEC reports, and stock
pages was displayed.
"I'm still going to call you a cab ..." She
Too general. What about looking up
What the hell ... why not... he typed in
the WestNile Virus ? Another few clicks of John Allen 3964-ZDQL-25 and hit the enter smiled.
Scott stumbled out, with Liz under his
the keyboard and Scott began to realize key. Up sprang a website entitled "Marlene
that nothing new would jump out at him. Diagnosed With Mystery Illness." Scott let·arm and a firm grip on the rail with his
He had done the reading. He had done the read further. The web page was about as right. He made his way to the curb. Teeterendless hours o( reading web pages and boring as you could imagine. Black and ing under the influence ofhis addiction, he
reports and news articles required to be- white with no links. The page didn't even stood as Liz raised a hand to call the next
come a veritable expert on the company have a "home" button or any graphics. available cab. An offduty taxi, apparently
and the disease, and even on the CDC's Just text. Scott was puzzled. There must be impressed by her beauty (or perhaps out of
methods for controlling such an epidemic. some relation. Obviously. He felt as ifhe pity for such a beautiful girl to have the
He had even scrolled through endless had been handed the keys to a sports car, burden ofsuch a drunk young man) turned
pages ofjargon on the Fort Detrick website, and then been placed in the middle of! 000 on his lights and sped to the curb.
where the US Army keeps its Medical identical jet black Camaros.
"Thanks. Take this guy to the Graduate
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases.
- Scott clicked back through all of the
Complex."
But he couldn' t help but think that there bookmarks. All of the web pages were like
must be some connection between the file that. Black and White, but with no links or
"You got it, Miss."
that was dropped on his doorstep and all graphics. After flipping through them all a
of the secrets kept at places like that.
few dozen times, Scott notices a ten digit
The Taxi driver waited for her to close
Scott put his head down in frustration . number at the top left comer ofeach of the
There must be something he was missing. web pages. He writes it down .. . the door, and then floored it. I 'm gonna be
sick.
.
Must be.
2023243000 ... THATSIT!
The static built up in his head when he
"Call me Simon."
realized that it was not in fact just the
Leaving his computer unattended,
collection of his thoughts his headphones Scott scrambled from his seat and dashed
Just then, Scott heard a whistling sound,
had gOLle dead, presumably because the around the comer, down the stairs, through
and
then felt a prick in his stomach. He
reception in the library was getting worse, the lobby, and outside. Pulling his cell
lifted
the cause of the .prick - what appeared
or perhaps because ofthe impending storm phone from the clip on his belt, he dialed
to
be
a
dart - from his stomach just moments
He turned them off. With the sky darken- the number... waiting .. . waiting ...
before
he passed out.
ing, he pondered how long it would take for
the power to go out, or even better for a
"Hello, Marlene's House ofPancakes,
The sun was unbelievably bright. .
power spike to follow the lines in and may I help you?"
electrocute him. Ohjoy .. . crispy critters at
"Getup!"
the law schoo!.
"Oh, I'm Sorry, I must have dialed the
wrong number.. ."
His roommate was ranting at him about
Scott had found that his mind was
making
such a mess of the living room.
increasingly morbid as his alcohol binges
"Alright then, have a nice day..."
became closer together. In the past few
"What the hell did you do last night? I
weeks since the delivery of the envelope,
He hung up. That was weird. 1 don't
mean,
look at this place! What kind of pig
he had gone from a one party per month know why 1got my hopes up ... Scott walked
do
you
think I am that I'll let you do that to
type ofperson, not all that atypical for a law gloomily back into the library, erased the
our
apartment
and not do .something about
school 1L, to an every night drunk. His bookmarks, and put all of his papers back
it?"
BAC had not been zero in almost two into his school bag. Thank Goq it's Bar
weeks. He thought to himself - at least Review night...
The words rang in his head as his vision
class is a littl~ easier to take when you
Later that evening, Scott decided that
came
into focus. This is the worst hangdon't give a flying f- what the profhas to having Bar Review at Paul's Deli was not
I've
ever had... Just then the cell
over
say. Jack Daniels Black. Straight from the the coolest idea. They did have cheap beer
phone
on
his
belt started ringing ... ringing,
bottle - a nightly occurrence as.the night- there, but that's not necessarily a good
mares became worse and the thoughts of thing when you're trying to have only a not vibrating ... Where 's MY phone? ..
his dad's suicide came back to haunt him. drinkortwo. This was his sixth, and he was
Two rings ...
DAMNTHATENVELOPE!! !
buzzing fairly well, considering he 'had
neglected to have any supper before walkThree rings ...
Was the person who delivered it trying ing down to Paul's. Just then he got a call
to torment him? Was the person who de- on his cell phone. Annoying Vibrating
Don't these things have voice mail....
Ifvered it trying to screw with his head ... electronic leash... Angrily, he ripped the
Who would care about a two bit computer phone from his belt, turned it off, and
Scott picked up.
programmer's son? Maybe one of the slammed it back to his belt. No one internames would help. He typed in the first - rupts me when I'm drinking ...
"Hello Scott, this is Simon."
Scott saw a friend staring at him from
William Paley 1743... - and hit enter to let
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Short Days
By Tim Kollas

Sun thinks he's clever.
Playing coy, hard to get.
So many places to hideClouds, night, winter.
Withdrawing a little more,
Day by day.
He wants you to chase him
From hemisphere to hemisphere.
But you don' t.
Sun real~es, in his more lucid moments,
That the burden is on him,
The effort is his to make.
But introspection is hard for Sun ..
If he takes a good look at himself,
He goes blind.
So he wants you to make the first move.
And all the others, too.
But you don ' t.
Sun craves your love.
He tries to tell you
With flashes ofbrilliance. Sunsets, rainbows, maybe an eclipse.
But your attention
Is fickle and fleeting . .
He's tickled if you even just glance his
way,
Wants you to do it more.
But you don ' t.
And why would you?
Sun is dependable, predictable, boring.
Been in a rut for ten billion years.
Like a .clock you've had so long
You can' t hear it ticking.
Sun's quiet routine
Makes no sound,
Leaves no impression.
And even in a small galaxy,
A billion other suns
Vie for your affection.
He'd like you to see and hear.
But you don'1.
Every time he goes away,
He only comes back
Because he can't stand the thought
That ifhe didn't,
You wouldn't notice.
"But Sun has the moon," you say.
"Why does he need me?"
He would say
(If suns could talk),
"True, I love the moon.
But the rich man wants more money,
And the glutton wants more food."
And yes, after you are long gone,
Sun will carry on,
Shining on others,
Hoping they will notice.
But they won't.
And even if they would,
Next year's pillow
Doesn't ease this year's nap.
After another sleepless night,
Sun will try again tomorrow.
He always does.
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Loose-Fish: What; Price;
Gouging
By Dennis Callahan
In the last installment of Loose-Fish I
attempted to draw from the terrorist attacks a few positive lessons on the ·superiority of capitalism as an ordering system.
In short, the rapid supply of delivery services, temporary housing and food for
stranded travelers, and the availability of
attractive new cars in small towns were
made possible by the self-ordering free
market system. Implicit in the lesson was
that the free flow of capital dictated that
these goods and services were available at
"fair value." That i·s, the prices were created by the supply and demand workings
of a competitive market.
Whatthen, are weto make ofthe "price
gouging" that supposedly occurred across
the country in the wake of the attacks?
This much-condemned practice was most
noted at gasoline pumps, but the charge
was leveled at merchants who sold bottled
water and American flags among other
items. Governor Jeb Bush of Florida was
quoted in the St. Petersburg Times as
spitting "That's sick," upon hearing of the
super mark-ups on Old Glory. Politicians
widely criticized the "profiteering" and
governors from Texas to Michigan invoked "state ofemergency" procedures to
freeze gas prices at pre-attack levels.
What rubbish these responses were!
These unprincipled, reactionary views were
so widespread that they passed largely
unquestioned. Our vaunted opinion leaders failed to note that the rise in prices,
however great, were not driven by the
unbridled greed of merchants, but were
simply the result of a surge in demand at a
time of unsure future supplie. One man's
price gouging is another man ' s political
opportunism, though, so let's examine the
more logical.explanation for the spike in
. gas prices.
The 24 hours following the attack were
highly uncertain. Many people, not knowing when the "groundstop" of all nonmilitary aircraft would be lifted, reacted by
heading to the pumps to hoard gasoline for
themselves. These drive-happy folks
sought to fill their cars, their lawnmowers,
and every gas can in sight. Lines soon
formed. The increased time those sharing
the gas hoarding idea spent in queue added
to the cost of the gasoline. Time is money
and is as much a "cost" in economic terms
as cash. To temper the run on gasoline,
station o\vners increased their prices. This
had the effect of driying out of the lines
three classes of people:
( 13) Poor;
(~a),.1iddle- incomewhoyaluemone 'rela. ti'·el\ more tha n time: or
i 3a \ . ),.1iddle-income, ~·a!ue-neutral who
~~·e;-~.;ust tvpping off a haif-fi lled tank and
did 110t re3.Ily need it at L~e moment.

Conversely, the people who stayed in line
and bought gasoline at $5.00+/ gallon were
of opposite types:
(lb)Rich~

(2b) Middle-income who value money relatively less than time; or
(:i b) Middle-income, value-neutral who
were running on fumes and really needed
the gasoline.
With no Robin Hood available to redistribute wealth between" 1a" and " I b" people,
the harsh reality is that the poor got
squeezed out here while the price-insensitive rich filled up. Contrary to the implications
of
many
politicians '
pronouncements, access to affordable
gasoline is
not yet a constituti-onal right.
In categories "2a" and "2b," people
were left to obey their subjective preferences by either paying high prices for the
convenience of getting gas at that moment
(2b) or doing without gas for the moment
and queuing up for "cheaper" gas later
(2a). What was decried as "price gouging"
really served the purpose of directing the
gasoline supply to "category 2" people
who wanted it most.

T·he Meaning of Life and
Chocolate Chip Cookie
Dough
By Suzanna H en shon
2

~ cup

flour

knowledge is really myth, of where the
exact overlap occurs. Perhaps I will never
know:

Yo cup granulated sugar
2 cup chocolate chips
I tsp. baking soda
Yo cup brown sugar
1 cup chopped nuts
1 cup butter, softened
I tsp. Vanilla extract
2 eggs
When I think back on my life, so often
I see the image of baking chocolate chip
cookies. As young children, my brothers
and I considered the consumption of
chocolate chip cookie dough, in huge
amounts, to be a purely heavenly experience. I have fond recollection of us consuming almost half a batch of chocolate
chip cookies as my mother was baking
them, being scolded slightly, and being
ordered to run around the house a few
times to bum off all the cookies we had
eaten.
As I grew up, chocolate cookies and
the beautiful, soft dough that seemed to
melt in my mouth continued to be an important image in my life. The television sh ows
I had grown up with were no longer produced, I had a different group of friends,
and yet chocolate chip cookie dough was
consistent its chemistry, taste, and constancy.

After the eggs have been stirred in,
texture and composition of the dough has
changed so that it is now extremely watery.
It is now time to pour in the dry ingredients,
the mixture ofbaking soda, flour, and salt.
As I pour in the dry ingredients and watch
the dough transform, within moments, from
wetto dry and eventually into a soft dough,
I think about the changes oflife. Just as I
am mixing flour in, so often we find ourselves altered by different, unforeseeable
situations. Just as the core and composition of the cookie dough has changed
instantly, I believe it is possible for us to
change, even if we have been constant and
unchanging for years. I grab another bite
of dough, before opening the bag of chocolate chips and pouring them in.
In just a few short moments, I have
created cookie dough. It is such a tangible
substance, so easy to see and appreciate
simultaneously. It is the same, and yet not
exactly the same, as cookie dough that I
have made before. For each time I take a
slig,b.tl)' larger or smaller snitch. Each time
the ingredients are the same but mix together in a slightly differentchernical composition. It is the same, and yet not the
same. I think about how chocolate chip
cookie dough is like a life. When I look
back at photographs of myself from a few .
years ago, r see the same face and features .
And yet, I know that if the picture was
taken over seven years ago I have completely replaced every single atom in my
body since then . Scientifically, I am the
same and yet completely different at the
same time. I can see myselfin the chocolate
chip cookie dough I have now created.

In categories "3a" and "3b," the spike
in gas prices allowed those who needed
gasoline (3b) to buy some in a timely
manner, albeit at a higher dollar cost. Remember, though, that time is money, so in
effect, the increased cost in dollars for
gasoline substituted for the decreased
Today I still love tq make chocolate
cost in time for eventual purchasers. "3a" chip cookies, and perhaps the part I enjoy
people would do the same later when their _ best is consuming the dough while I am
tanks were low.
doing so. As I put the butter in, at this
moment, I cannot help thinking about all
Sure, station owners enjoyed larger the other times I have put butter into a
profits on their $5.00+/gallon gasoline, but bowl, tinder different circumstances.
our system relies on the decisions of selfinterested actors. In a capitalist system
Whenever I put the white sugar in, I
with necessarily finite resources, self-in: lo~e to watch the composition of the batter
As I carefully arrange the cookie dough
terest is our cheapest, most accurate proxy change. It is now a sugary sweet butter, onto sheets and heat up the oven, I soon
for allocating resources. Price, as a func- which I sample before putting the brown can smell a beautiful, chocolate scent.
tion of supply and demand, is our most sugar in. Sugar is one ofmy favorite foods, This is the moment when chemistry works,
reliable marker for that self-interest. As and all the arguments over the years about and I w ish I had studied the subject more
one would expect, when prices rose, the how bad it is for my teeth and health have carefull in high school. In had, I would
lines diminished, largely based on the free never dissuaded me from puttjng sugar in better understand the process in sci enchoice of the actors. 5 out of the 6 groups my coffee instead ofnatural sweeteners. It . tific and analytic detiil, ofhow flour works
were able to act self-interestedly. The poor is interesting to watch the batter change w hen combined with these other ingrediwere forced out, the rich 'always have the composition and then color. It reminds me ents. But perhaps in had a complete and
luxury of choice in these matter, and the of the autumn season, when leaves change analytical understanding of what was ocremaining 4 groups were able to decide colors almost before our eyes.
curring in the oven, I would have less of an
whether to purchase gas based on their
appreciation for the smell of cooking chocopre-existing subjectiye preferences or imAfter I have adde~ the vanilla, I move late. Perhaps if I studied the process in
mediate needs.
onto the eggs. When I think of eggs. I detail and saw the dough as a formulaic
cannot help thinking about farms. While substance. I wouid be reducing the proThe free market. . .it's a good thing. I did not grow up on farms, I amnot far from duction of cookies to the sum of its parts.
Just don't expect our elected leaders to a farm. While when I was growing up I saw By not understanding all of its aspe ts, I
take a principled staIld ror it when the farm animals from time to time, I regret to can preserye the mystique and memories
_ politically expedient action is to fan the say that my most vivid contact with them that baking ookies involves. I can look
names of righteous indignation .
\\·~s through books. I learned more about out acr s the moment. and understand
animals wough studying books by Rich- that while the cookie are still the same. the
ard Scarry than I did from the real animals. people in my family who v..ill consume them
I cannot help wondering h \\- much of my haw ~hanged in thou -ands of ways.
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Anticus In-Depth Faculty/ Personal AnnounceDlents
Staff Intervi~w Questions
with Professor Kades

The Amicus would like to hear about your personal accomplishments. Please e-mail
photos and announcments to Katie Riley (kbrile@wm.edu) or drop them in the Amicus
hanging folder.

By ADdrea D' Ambra

10) What's the best thing about your job?
What's the worse thing about your job?

I) What's your favorite word?
The best thing is a lively class discussion that makes me think in new ways
about something I have been teaching for
years.

Yes

-

2) What's your least favorite word?
The worst thing is grading exams.
No

3) What's your most
memory?

ivid childhood

\\) If you could talk to one person living or
dead, who would it be?
Oscar Wilde

M evil older sister letting go of the
blanket we were using to play tug of war,
causing me to crash head-first into the
edge of a door. Mucho blood, mucho
titches. I am still working on revenge.

12) What's one little known fact about
William and Mary School of Law that
everyone should know?

4) When you were a child, what did you
want to be when you gre\ up?

Professor Urbonya and I grew up in the
same small city, Beloit , Wisconsin. We
had to come all the way to Virginia to meet.

ery age-dependent.
4: BigBird
7: piderman
10: Bart Starr (I grew up in Wisconsin, and
myofficial religion is 'Jewish Packer Fan. ')
12: Hugh Hefner

5) 'II hat ' s your fa orite smell.

13) If you cou\d appoint the next three
Supreme

COurLjusliCeS, who would they

be?
Me, myself, and I. Where does the Constitution say that one person cannot occupy
multiple seats? Indeed,lustice Scalia seems
to have two votes on the current Court.

I love the smell of napalm in the morning .. .

6) 'II hat's your least favorite smell?

Getting into Prof. Hynes ' carandsmelling
rotten milk yet again.

7) What other profession would you like
to try?

14)Professor Hynes's Question: If you
had to describe yourself as a type ofvegetable, what vegetable would you choose
and why?

Congratulations to Ramoue Rodriguez (3L) who married Jennifer Pallas on Saturday
October 13,2001. The couple have been together since 1990.

I'm a
Lima
'Cause I like to
rhym-a

Hugh Hefner

8) Whatotherprofessionwouldyou OT
want to try?
Playboy Bunny

9) If you havea tattoo, what does itsa (or
depict) ...if you don ' t have one, and decided to get one what would it say (or
depict)?
A large, realistic hair tattoo on the top of
my head.

Now you have a chance to pose a question to the next faculty member to answer
this questionnaire ....

-.

(stolen from George Carlin) If God is
almighty can she create a rock so large that
she herself cannot move it?

*Questions borrowed heavilyfromBravo's
Inside the Actor' s Studio's Bernard Pivot
Questionnaire and the National Journal's
Media Monitor spotlight questionnaire.
A few actually conceived by William and
Mary law students.

Congratulations to Amy Jackson (3L) and her husband Scotton the birth oftheirson,
Baker Winston Jackson on Thursday September 28, 2001. He was 9 pounds, 1 ounce
and 21 incbes long.
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I Should Be Studying
friend. Behe Duckie, Styles, or Mr. Miyagi,
this person is going to be responsible for
. Imagine my surprise over the last couple the majority of the humor in the movie so
of weeks when some of you (you know barring an original angle, cast in the mold
who you are) actually told me that you ofB oogerfrom Revenge ofthe Nerds. 3)If
liked my last article. My first reaction it's not in a high school, or about high
reminded me of a George Bush parody on school students, it's not a true 80' s movie.
"SNL" around this time last year (para- 4) The villain. Cliches are your friend here.
phrasing) "Daddy~ help me. I never thought Be he ajock, the most popular, give him a
[people would read] this thing and I want Cold War name or make him look like the
out." (Tangent here: the ability to insert poster boy for the Aryan Nation. If really
your own words into a quote simply by stuck, cast William Zabka (Johnny in The
using brackets is the ONLYjoy I have ever Karate Kid, Just One ofthe Guys, Back to
gotten out of my Bluebook.) Writing the School). If Rain Man can ' t pick the bad
first two columns, that was fun ,'but now, guy out in 5 seconds, it wasn't done right.
all ofa sudden ... expectations!!! Fighting 5) Keep the love story simple. If you have
off the urge to run and hide I chose to to have more than three players in the love
persevere, to try to live up to these (prob- story, keep it linear. He wants her who
ably quite limited) expectations. But the wants him who is with her. 6) Quotes.
question remains: can I be Pip? Will I be Another absolute deal breaker and they
Michael Jordan or Sam Bowie? Will this should be recognizable ifused in the outcolumn be the second Godfather or the side world. A good portion of the fun of
second Caddyshack? Will Batman arrive these movies is the fact that you know so
in time to save Robin from the Riddler's much of the dialog. It's like your favorite
song. Don' t believe me; I'll bet you've
das!ardly game? Stay Tuned.
absorbed these quotes and can identify
With that bizarre, yet delightful non the movie without even realizing it. "Give
sequitur, here are some more thoughts that me .. .akeg ... ofbeer," "Does Barry Manilow
occurred to me while I should have been know you stole his wardrobe?" "I want
you to sweep the leg," "two dollars! !" "Go
studying.
that way, really fast. When something
In the continuing battle for my soul gets in your way, turn," "Are those what
between my GPA and Digital Cable, it has I think they are? Where do you get off
occurred to me that the Golden Age of having [not sure if I can write that]"
Moyiesreally was actually the 80 's. No ... r "Baby ... Ruth ''''My brother paid $5 to see
am serious. Weareta1kingaboutadecade's your underwear." And to think you
worth of moyies that are all enjoyable and doubted me. :])Dancing. There MUSTbe
will suck most of us in anytime they air. dancing. Without dancing how are we to
Why? Glad you asked. They all follow a hear the 80's music; how are we to see the
specific formula: I) The main character has 80's band? 8) If you ' re still stuck for jokes,
to be an underdog. Molly Ringwald owes think outside the box, rather, outside our
this criterion her career. 2) The main char- borders. Foreign exchange students, imacter should have an unwavering best migrants, accents (foreign exchange stuBy Char Rieck

dents who speak like Howard Cosel!, extra
points), or just an old fashioned fish out of
water, is worth at least 10 jokes per movie.
So, include four or five of these ingredients, air itat 12:05 on TBS and you get an
entire Saturday of pure, mindless entertainment. I get three channels "For
Women." Wby I cannot get an 80' s movie
channel, I'll never know.

More fun with relatives ... when you
grow tired ofanswering, "So what are your
plans after law school?" respond with the
immortal wordsofMike Newhouse in Dazed
and Confused, "I wanna dance."

For those ofyou who missed it, here are
the majority of my thoughts on Fall from
Grace. The bartenders were under heavier
attack than the last soldiers at the
Alamo . .. Wby doesn ' t SBA just end the
charade and hold elections for King and
. Quee~ ... It's not a real party until somebody vomits .. .No open bar should EVER
be located upstairs from the exit (I am not
kidding, there should be laws about this
stuff).

I cannot really put a price on the joy I
got watching the Yankees go down in the
9"' ofGame7.Ifonlyithadcomeayearago.

SpeakingofFallfromGrace,mostofmy
friends went without dates. Saying you
went alone is never much fun. ("Hi! I lack
social skills and couldn't find a date.")
Men can always say they're going "stag"
but it doesn' t really make much sense for
women to claim they're going "stag." A
stag is a male deer; as an adjective it means
for men only; as an adverb it means unaccompanied by a woman. But now, thanks
to me, women will never have to subject
themselves to the masculine connotation

"Everybody needs a bosom for a pillow. " - Cornershop. So true it should be.
embroidered somewhere.

Speaking ofderiving pleasure at someone else 's failure .. . According to the Box
Office from a few weeks ago, oh each one's
opening weekend the Snoop Dogg movie
out earned the N-Sync movie. I cannot be
the only one this fact makes smile.
Speaking of facts that make me smile
(you see how it just snowballs like that) ...
according to MTV, Britney Spears' new
album has just been released. That means
that MTV will now become all Britney
Spears, all the time. That this makes me
smile may seem strange, but I ask the men,
given the option, which would you rather
watch: back-to-back episodes ofBritney's
"Making the Video" ora Wednesday night
"SportCenter"? Yeah , that's what I
thought.

of saying they went stag, or have to say

fuey went alone, instead you can go .. .sua
sponte. The joys of that word never end.
Imagine it, around the Thanksgiving table,
Grandma asks (as Grandma is apt to do)
"Are you seeing anyone?" ''No, Grandma
I'm sua sponte." Works for men too.
Priceless.

*****

Some of you may fuink fuis colunm
You may think that someone iust
spouting off random thoughts (including
nearly 500 words on 80's cinema) almost
disturbing. You may think me, personally,
a bit odd. To that I say, "Hi we obviously
haven ' t met, my name·s Char, and I've
been here way too long." I should really be
studying.

st~ange.

Pathetic Protest v. Patriotic PacifisIn
ByPaulRush
Hegel believed that the dialectic was
the primary source of change in the world
around us. The dialectic theory proposed
that a thesis (tlllY existing state in nature,
politics, etc.) causes an antithesis (a state
or viewpoint opposite in nature from the
thesis) to develop. These opposing forces
yield a synthesis (a combination or resolution between the thesis and antithesis),
which, in turn, becomes a thesis itself.
This process continues on and on, perhaps forever.
If we are to lend Hegel's dialectic any
weight at all, we must accept that social
evolution results from a synthesis of opposing forces. Thus, in any non-stagnant
system, diversity is essential. When there
is no minority voice, we should then be
truly troubled. Concerning citizens and
patriots, the same principle holds true. The
difference of opinions between citizens
does not mean that they do not share a
uniting perspective. Both the Left and the

Right, the majority and the minority, value
citizenship itself Patriots are no different
in this respect. True American patriots
may be either supporters or protestors of
the current administration. provided, of
course, that a true sense of American pride
and loyalty motivates them.
Sadly, many American protestors have
historically relied on hollow shock value to
make their points rather than utilizing the
inherent strength of their arguments. Perhaps the most frequently desecrated symbol of American pride is our nation's flag.
During the 60's, Vietnam protestors
marched spoke, and demonstrated in the
streets, perhaps justifiably so. \\Then they
were ignored, some protestors, demonstrating an utter lack-of creativity, reasoned ]hat they could call more attention
to themselves by angering their fellow
Americans. As a result they burned, sat
on, trampled on, and otherwise defiled the
American flag. Relying on freedom of
speech they contended that they were
only exercising their-rights as American.

citizens.
They were correct. but they were severely shortsighted. Supposedly protesting the decisions of an administration.
they managed only to display their immaturity by showing disdain for the symbol
of Americanism itself. How'paradoxical
can any action be? What possible sense
can be made from the act of burning a
symbol which stands for a protection of _
their rights to so act? Such an act of
blunted mental acuity only exposes a
flawed reason and an ineffective method
of protest. Martin Luther King, Jr. , persaps our history'S most effective actiyist.
could never be called anything less than a
true patriot due, in large; part, to his persuasive articulation of his position. An impassable chasm separates King' s immortal
utterance, "I have a dream . .. " from an
American flag soaked in pig's blood by
"enlightened individuals." The former is
an enduring expression of timeless values ,
the latter merely a fleeting, base, and hollow demonstration of private rage. King

neyer expressed by his protest the notion
that .America should be tom down and
rebuilt, which i-precisely why his message was so effective.
Times of struggle will always generate
a healthy opposition, and this is yital to the
ontinued success of America. Protestors. to be truly effective however, should
be creatiYe, original, persistent, and articulate. Shock value does ha\·e an important
place in both symbolism and rhetoric, but
poorly-chosen symbols, such as a burning. defiled, or inverted American flag,
only betray a lack-of comprehension of
what it truly means to be a patriotic American protestor. These notions become
increasingly more releyant the longer
}\merica 's ' new war" continues. Prolonged military engagements typically
generate more protests, and emotions usually run hotter and higher. As long as our
emotions do not interfere \\ith our continued hope for America and simple logic
remains intact, patriotic protest wiB always
be a value to American culture.
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Should Like ...
By Brian Miller
Wrong! This will not be yet another
pretentious, pompous music fan trying to
warp and mold you into his or her own
personal tastes. Instead, I figured I take a
break from my coverage of the 1M sports
scene, and wax a bit on some ofthe newest
editions to my ever-expanding wall-ofmusic collection. I was blessed with the
ability to listen to and appreciate pretty
much every conceivable type of music
created in the last century or two, (with the
exception of" contemporary country"), and
from time to time I manage to stumble
across some pretty good artists, or at least
some good offerings by some mediocre
artists. So here ' s a quick rundown ofs.?me
of my more favorite recent CD purchases.
Diana Krall-This woman almost leaves me
speechless, which, for any of you who
have ever had a class with me knows, is
damn near impossible. She is stunningly
beautiful. Period. She tickles the ivory
with tremendous prowess and virtuosity.
And her voice is truly one of a kind. Smoke
and scotch and the kind of sexuality that
leaves a mark. Her latest album, The Look
of Love, is a collection of bossanova
shu illes, (think "The Girl Fromlpa Nima")
and sweet, sensuous ballads. This album
adds orchestration on some tracks, compared with the jazz standards and streamlined quartet songs of her Love Scenes
album. Romance, romance and more romance. Throw one ofher discs in and you
can probably start it up without tire fireplace, champagne and polar bear rugs .
And most certainly without all but the
barest essentials of modem day garmentry.
If you ' re like me, and get depressed at the
thought of the empty, barren wasteland
that is the other side of the bed, Ms. Krall
has been nice enough to include a few
"suicide songs" as Ole' Blue Eyes used to
call them. Sinatra 's " Only the Lonely"
album is frequently cited by~lI as a major
influencer, and also contains some of the
saddest songs ever put to vinyl.
Radiohead-Thebest. Period. Nothingelse
on the music scene of the last twenty years
can even hold a candle to the body ofwork
so far assembled by this extraordinary
group of men and musicians. They have
been nice enough to include a little bit for
everyone thus far. If you're a musical
conservative, The Bends is straight-forward, rock and roll, using real instruments.
Rememberthem? OK. Computer ... well,
enough has been written already, so I
leave it where most critics have: the best
album of the last decade. Then we start to
depart a bit from what you and I used to
know as music. Ifyou're new to the group,
please don ' t start with Kid A or Amnesiac.
All I can say about these albums is, this is
what most music will sound like 5 or 10
years from now. They are just that far
ahead of the game. And for those of you

who have he!ll"d these albums, and all the
sonic casseroles it contains, you'll be
pleased to know that it is not studio trickery. They play all the songs, note for note,
just as they sound on the album, live on
stage. Grant Parle, Chicago, IL, this ~ummer
was my proof. Oh yeah, they've invented
a few instruments of their own along the
way which they also play.in front of thousands of slack-jawed fans. A fmal testament to their powers? This is the only
group who's songs could ever get me to
stand up on stage in front of a packed club
of over 300 people on the outskirts of
Chicago, grab a guitar, and attempt to sing
a tribute to their songs, profound musings
of a mad, muttering, mystical, musical,
magician.
Q ueen-I have almost all the Queen records
on tape, but I was really craving one CD
that I could throw in that would have all of
their "rocking tunes" on it. This being the
country that it is, I of course was greeted
at the record store by a CD called Queen
Rocks. Just the heavy hitters on this one,
of which there were plenty back in their
mid-seventies heyday. None ofthe fluffy,
yet groundbreaking, ballads and modernistic, production-heavy hits that many radio listeners may be all too well aware of. .
"Fat bottom girls" you do, indeed, " make
the rockin ' world go round '. "
Bobby Darin-But which Bobby D. do I
want? The young, rock n' roller of Splish
Splash fame? (You know the one.) The
crooning, mobster-adored big band leader
of his second, and perhaps most wellknown incarnation. Watch Goodfellas
and American Beauty. When you get to
the parts where you're smiling, snapping
your fingers and swaying around the room
with an air of confidence that reeks to
everyone but you, chances are there ' ll be
Darin songs playing in the background. Or
perhaps you, as I, were captured by the
simple folk beauty ofsongs Iike ifI WereA
Carpenter from his late years, though he
died at age "37 ... hardly late years. This
song was used to such perfection in the
greatest episode ofthe greatest show ever,
that I spent almost ten years trying to track
down who sang it. The Wonder Years.
Denise the Grease, courted by Frank the
Stank. He singing the song into a drivethru microphone as it played on his
Mustang' s car stereo? Anyone remember? This man had three separate careers,
winning fans in three completely distinct,
and, to the fans of each, often irreconcilable musical genres. Unfortunately, I had
to plop-down $60 bucks for the four CD
box-setto get it all. But knowing how much
guts the man had, and how many great
records he made in so many different musical genres, in such a short span of time,
I figured it was the least I could do.
Mix Master Mike-Anti-thefi Device~ the
·first full release from the Beastie Boys'
newest OJ, is a funkspastic collection of
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what's possible using only the fastest
rising instrument in modem music, sing
along with me . .. 'Two turntables and a
microphone." Some of the beats and
rhythms are lost under Mix ' s technical
speed and proficiency, and those tend to
be the most exciting elements of this form
of recording. But all in all, a real mmdbender.
W eezer-My theory is this group was convinced that the listening public just either
didn't get, or wasn't digging what they
were laying down, and probably would not
have been heard from agam after their
Pinkerton album. Lucky for us, they write
songs about their girlfriends turning outto
be gay, and include lines like " Everyone's
a little queer. Why can' t she be a little
straight?" and for this reason, the fans
wouldn't let em' cop out that easy. Enter

Ric Okasic, ofCarrs fame, on production,
and you get their recent self-titled release.
It's pop music folks. Nothing more and
nothing less. But N'Spears and the
Bendover Boyzmake pop music too, right?
Wrong. This is how pop music used to
sound. Musicians, judged not by their
talent, but by their passion, soul and the
energy they put into their craft. And most
importantly, creativity. Originality. Some
guys and girls have it ... but most, including myself most days, don't. Cherish
those that do, or did, like some of the
people I've mentioned here. And if you
have somebody that I have forgotten to
add to this all-encompassing, Bible-like
documentation of the greatest music ever
recorded, grab me in the lounge and tell me
about it.

-

Marshall and Wythe
celebrate the Arizona
Diamondbacks win over
the Yankees.

....

~
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THE AMICUS CURIAE
Monday, ApriI2, 2001

Tuesday, November 13th
Job Search Savvy: T argeting the Hidden Job Market
This OCPP event will be held
at4:30p.m. in Room 239.
Wednesday, November 14th
Morris Dees, MarshallWythe Medallion R ecipient
Come see Morris Dees, CoFounder ofthe Southern
Poverty Law Center and noted
civil rights attorney receive the
law school's most prestigious
honor, the Marshall-Wythe
Medallion.
Saturday, November 17th
MBA Fall Pig Roast
Join the MBA students for a
family-friendlypigroast. Itwill
be from 3:00 p.m. to midnight
at 177 11 Sandly Point Road,
Charles City. .

Wednesday, November 21st
through Sunday, November
25th.
THANSGIVINGBREAK
Eat lots ofturkey and relax
during your last break before
finals.
Friday, December 7th
L ast Day of Classes
Saturday, December 8th
through Monday, December
10th
R eading Period
Learn a semester's worth oflaw
in just three short days.
Tuesday, December 11th
through Friday, December
21st
Exam Per iod
Experience the joys ofthe new
B+ curve.

Wine and-Chee~e Reception
Fa~ulty

and Students

Her e's your chance to socialize with your favorite faculty members!

Wednesday
November 14th, 2001
4 p.m.
The Law School Patio
Sponsored by the SBA and Law Review

Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Katie Riley (3L), Deborah Siegel (3L), or the Amicus hanging file. Entries may include
activities sponsored by law school organizations, main campus or community events.

Notice:
Williant & Mary National
Lawyers
Guild Seeks New
Leadership
The Wi lliam & Mary chapter of the
National Lawyers Guild is seeking new
leadership interested in revitalizing the
group . FoHowing an organizational breakdown last year, the student chapter has so
far been inactive this year.
The National Lawyers Guild is the oldest progressive legal organization in the
nation. Formed in the 1936 as a response
to the then-segregated American Bar Association, the Guild sought not only the
racial integration of the legal profession,
but also the advancement of progressive
law in general, supporting Roosevelt ' s
New Deal. Since then, the Guild and its
members have played key roles in unionization in the 1940' s, fighting McCarthy- .
era oppression in the 1950 ' s, and
supporting the civil rights movement in
the 1960's.
Today the Guild supports a range of

progressive causes. Members are currently pursuing many goals including the
elimination of the death penalty, providing
adequate defense of indigent suspects,
and seeking legal remedies for police brutality, reform of immigration laws that strip
even permanent legal residents of most
rights, and protection of privacy and the
right to protest in the wake of knee-jerk
legislative responses to the September
11th terrorist attacks. In addition to the
work of its members, today' s Guild pro-"
vides an infrastructure to network with
other progressive lawyers.
If you wish more information about the
National Lawyers Guild, check out their
website at http://www.nlg.org. If interested in resurrecting the William & Mary The statutes have seen a lot of action recently. Here, they celebr ate Halloween.
student chapter, please contact 3L Shannon McClure. Her e-mail addJess is
semccl@wm.edu.

.

